Ride Into Digital
Transformation Without
Data Migration Setbacks

Choose Migration Services From Hitachi Vantara
OV ERV IEW

To thrive in the modern economy,
businesses are revising their operations
strategies, adopting cloud-based business
models, and creating digitally enhanced
products, services and experiences.
Digital transformation promises new
revenue streams, customer loyalty and
accelerated time to market.
But before your business can win these
competitive advantages, it needs reliable
data migration to technology solutions
that align with your data strategy.

Keep Transformation Initiatives on
Track With Data Migration Savvy
Data migration is the Achilles heel in many business transformation projects. It places heavy demands on
staff, infrastructure and systems, and is prone to schedule and cost overruns. In 24/7 businesses with
large volumes of mission-critical data and strict service-level requirements, finding downtime windows for
migration is problematic.
The complexity of moving large data stores increases migration risk. Profitability and reputation suffer
when a migration results in data loss or corruption, extended downtime or application instability. Get the
help you need to succeed at migration, and start driving agility, decision-making and return on investment
(ROI) with Hitachi Vantara technology.

IT
Initiatives
• Tech refresh
• Cloud-ready
infrastructure
• Application, database
upgrades
• Consumption models

Data
Migration
• Cloud migration
• Infrastructure
migration
• Content migration
• Application, database
migration

• DevOps
• Storage relocation

Digital
Transformation
• Business agility
• Competitive advantage
• Simplified, cost-effective
operations
• Faster decision-making
• New revenue streams
• Accelerated time-tomarket

• Server consolidation

Figure 1. Migration is a key component of every digital transformation initiative. Hitachi Vantara brings
together the migration teams, strategies and tools you need to reposition your data for business advantage.

Migration Specialists Dedicated to Exceptional Business
Outcomes
At Hitachi Vantara, we’ve made a corporate commitment to
migration excellence. We know that successfully moving your data
to a modern IT environment is as vital to transformative change as
our advanced data storage and management solutions. To ensure
digital transformation initiatives like those in Figure 1, which render
business advantages, we created the migration center of excellence.
This global community of technical consultants devises best-practice
techniques for moving data that allow you to manage, govern,
mobilize and analyze it to advance business goals.

We had confidence in the
migration strategy Hitachi
developed and in their ability
to deliver on time without
interruptions.
David Hyland
Infrastructure Development
and Implementation, Global
Information Systems, Toll Group
(Australia)
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Inject Speed and Consistency
Into Your Migrations
Businesses don’t move data without a reason, which makes every data migration a business-critical event
with its own set of business requirements. We work to address your requirements and bring together the
people, processes and technology to accelerate time-to-production and deliver predictable results.
Focused Expertise
We organize our experts into teams to ensure
every aspect of your migration project receives
consideration. A program manager coordinates
the effort, which includes teams for planning and
design, data movement and product enablement.
Our migration experts fill skills gaps and work
with your IT team to keep migrations on time
and on budget.
Proven Methodology
We take a holistic approach to your project with
emphasis on your business goals and strategic
IT direction. Our approach is standardized,
transparent and documented. End-to-end project
management ensures effective management of
communications and resources.
Our methodology ensures fast and consistent
migrations that align with desired business
outcomes and honor your content management
policies.
Tools From Hitachi Vantara and Partners
We own tools for project effort estimation,
discovery, data movement, performance monitoring
and reporting. Storage virtualization tools built into
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform (VSP) eliminate
some or all outage periods.

Vendor-Agnostic Migrations
Our storage virtualization technology can discover
and automate the movement of all the data on thirdparty arrays (EMC, IBM®, HP, NetApp and others). It
also replicates, tiers, tunes and backs up data.
Simplify operations: Standardize to fewer
storage vendors; accelerate business innovation
and ROI with a modern Hitachi infrastructure.
Flexible Delivery Options
We offer remote and on-site migration services.
We also offer services that combine onshore and
offshore capabilities, a necessity for a technology
refresh or cloud service.
Choose a delivery option that avoids risk,
satisfies cost requirements and complies
with the data protection rules of your country,
company or industry.
Collaborative Partnerships
We leverage proprietary partner software, and we
jointly define and validate reference architecture
best practices with our ecosystem of migration
services partners.
We use the practices and tools of multiple
vendors for your most specialized migrations,
while you enjoy a single-source relationship.

We match the tools (Hitachi, third-party or
proprietary partner tools) to your projects for
quick, reliable and automatic migrations.
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Do Migrations Yourself or Call
in the Experts?
Engagement Models That Match Your
Migration Maturity

Migration Capabilities for Every Aspect
of Digital Transformation

Every business approaches migration with a unique
set of expectations, IT skill sets and budgetary
restrictions. Our engagement models address your
comfort level.

We continually refine our migration capabilities to
accommodate the changes businesses are making
in the way they store, manage and repurpose data.
Our capabilities fall into the following categories:

Migration as a Service
Hitachi Vantara owns the project, end to end, and
applies flexible subscription or unit-based pricing in
an on-site, remote or hybrid model.

Cloud Migration Services
We migrate your data from dedicated
infrastructures to private, public or hybrid clouds.

Migration Planning Services
You own the migration project, and we provide
professional assistance with planning and defining
the migration strategy. Services can include a
proof-of-concept migration.
Project-Based Migration
We own the project, end to end, and provide
the resources to define and execute a migration
strategy. You pay a predetermined price for a
migration project with a closely defined project
scope.

Infrastructure Migration Services
We move isolated architectures to infrastructureas-a-service models, and perform block, file and
mainframe migrations.
Application and Database Migration Services
We move your applications and databases
to Hitachi infrastructure for enterprise-class
performance, scalability and resilience.
Content Migration Services
We move content from proprietary archival systems
onto Hitachi Content Platform.

Expert Augmentation
You engage a skilled migration expert from Hitachi
Vantara to work with your team in a support role for
a specific length of time.

“Within the next three to five years, most large enterprises will have much more
data in the cloud than in their own data centers. This ‘data gravity’ will hasten the
migration of legacy systems and data to the cloud.”
IDC FutureScapes: Worldwide Cloud 2016 Predictions
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Migration Services From Hitachi Vantara
Cloud Migration Services

Infrastructure Migration Services

Capabilities

■■ Move

data and workloads from dedicated
infrastructures to a private or hybrid cloud
■■ Migrate from traditional infrastructure or
private cloud to public cloud (Hitachi Vantara
infrastructure)

File (NAS), block (storage area network) and
mainframe migrations

Challenges

■■ Migrate

to efficient, agile cloud infrastructures
a fast, efficient and nondisruptive transition
to the cloud
■■ Achieve ROI sooner with cost-efficient migration

■■ Complexity

■■ Make

■■ Lack

■■ Custom

migration strategy
delivery and ordering models
■■ Speed time to value with efficient, disruption-free
migrations

■■ Flexible

■■ Flexible

■■ Efficient,

Consolidate: Migrate data to cloud-ready Hitachi
infrastructure solutions
Deploy cloud architectures: Migrate from
dedicated physical environments to ondemand, self-service, as-a-service and/or cloud
environments
Data tiering: Deploy cost-efficient tiered data
storage models with private, hybrid and public
cloud architectures

Consolidation or technology refresh: Migrate to new
and efficient Hitachi infrastructure or cloud solutions
■■ Block: Migrate storage devices to new Hitachi block
storage series
■■ File: Migrate Hitachi NAS Platform (HNAS) or thirdparty NAS to HNAS; migrate HNAS or third-party
NAS to unified NAS blades
Data tiering: Migrate from Hitachi block storage to
Hitachi Content Platform (private cloud) for flexible
recovery of archived data

Benefits

Use Cases

of technologies and dependencies
of specific migration expertise
■■ Reduce risk when migrating to new infrastructure

delivery and engagement models
disruption-free migrations that speed time

to value
■■ Custom

migration strategy

Content Migration Services

Application, Database Migration
Services

Capabilities

Migrate content (object) storage from multiple
unstructured data sources (healthcare apps, email
archives, compliant archives on EMC Centera) to
Hitachi Content Platform

Application Migration (Oracle, SAP, Microsoft, VMware)
Database Migration (Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server,
SAP Sybase, IBM® DB2®, Informix, others)

Challenges

■■ Retire

existing legacy infrastructure, such as
EMC Centera
■■ Lack of skills in custom app integration
■■ Make a fast, efficient and nondisruptive transition

■■ Lack

Benefits

■■ High

■■ Best

■■ One

■■ One

availability and data continuity during
migration
source for solution that integrates with
partner ecosystem

■■ Custom

Use Cases

of specific migration expertise for complex
environment
■■ Need help with strategy definition, planning,
execution
■■ Migrate to new infrastructure solutions quickly,
efficiently and nondisruptively
practices used to jointly validate and develop
solutions with partners
source for solution that integrates with partner
ecosystem

migration strategy

Technology refresh: Migrate to new and efficient
Hitachi Content Platform infrastructure and
solutions

or technology refresh: Migrate data
to new and efficient Hitachi infrastructure solutions
(platform and cloud)
■■ Data management: Migrate to Hitachi Vantara
storage and cloud solutions for greater agility and
better performance
■■ Consolidation
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Migration Center of Excellence:
Our Commitment to Your
Transformation Success
Our migration experts come from many countries and technical backgrounds. We use our global
presence and sophisticated logistics to organize them into teams with the right qualifications and
experience to tackle your migration project. We equip each team with the methodology, tools and
training required to anticipate and overcome specific migration challenges.
Everyone who delivers migrations for Hitachi Vantara belongs to the virtual community we call the
migration center of excellence. Each migration center of excellence consultant brings an average 15 years
of experience to your project. These seasoned professionals are well-versed in our unique model, which
is dedicated to predictable outcomes and faster ROI based on standardization, re-use and productivity.
Our migration teams help Fortune 500 companies:
■■

Migrate more than 100,000 servers annually.

■■

Migrate more than 50PB of data annually.

■■

Perform more than 2,000 migrations annually.

Transform your IT environment with migration services,
expertise and best practices from our global migration
center of excellence. Learn more about our infrastructure
transformation services.

Hitachi Vantara at a Glance
Your data is the key to new revenue, better customer experiences and lower costs. With technology and expertise,
Hitachi Vantara drives data to meaningful outcomes.

Hitachi Vantara
Corporate Headquarters
2535 Augustine Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA
HitachiVantara.com | community.HitachiVantara.com

Contact Information
USA: 1-800-446-0744
Global: 1-858-547-4526
HitachiVantara.com/contact
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